The following information was published separately as a FNOT REPORT under same CINC Document Log Numbers:

B & C RADC ON COMP EMI ABILITY

The following is a full translation of a Coup de Main, dated 22 August 1966, to be issued by H.Q. CT ZA, possibly a High-level political Officer of Group 84, addressing a B-52 NUC on the unit's location on 22 August 1966.

DIRECTIVE

This morning, the enemy used B-52s to bomb the base area of our entire unit. Although no damage was caused to us, we still have to remain very vigilant against the enemy's activity.

As a result, the orders of all levels, particularly the new which we have just received, will cause the enemy to recognize the activity as a precautionary order. However, they are noted at this level and they must only alert that they do not know the exact location of the enemy or any other information on the enemy's area.

From the office of the Political Officer of the office attached to the Main Unit, and the same as the one in H.H.

22 August 1966

Group Commander

[Signature]

Francis Biddle

KIN

KIN IS A VIETNAMESE CLASSIFICATION EQUVALENT TO CONFIDENTIAL AND WILL BE HANDLED ACCORDINGLY